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Abstract. This paper addresses the application of convergence rules of gradienttype discrete algorithms to discrete adaptive control algorithms for linear time-invariant
systems, which are based on Lyapunov's - like functions, in order to improve the
transient performances based on fast adaptation. In particular, the adaptation covergence
is increased as a generalized or filtered error increases through the application of Armijo
rule for regulating the decrease of each Lyapunov's-like function on which the particular
adaptation algorithm is based. The proposed scheme can be implemented with minor
modifications in systems subject to un modelled dynamics if some weak knowledge on
such a dynamics is available consisting of upper-bounds of the dimension and norm of
the unmodelled parameter vector.
'Key words: adaptation transients, adaptive algorithms, numerical methods for fast
convergence.

1. Introduction. Many discrete adaptive algorithms have been derived during the last twenty years to be used in identification and adaptive control problems. The proof of stability and, more recently, the analysis of robustness
has been a common pre-requirement in order to accept a given algorithm as a
potential "a priori" useful one. The work on the topic has been exhaustively
developed (see, for instance, Chalam (1987); Sastry and Bodson, (1989). A
common gap in the theory has been the almost absence of a real investigation
of the transient performances associated with the algorithms and the way of
improving them. Some attempts were made in De la Sen (1984) concerning
the on-line sub-optimization of the free parameters of the adaptive algorithms
by using a optimization model parametrized according to "a priori" paramet-
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rical estimates, previous measures of the regressor and their predictions. The
computing and time costs of such an optimization method can be adapted to
the computing possibilities and real-time requirements by selecting the planning horizon sizes and the number of iterations. The use of adaptive sampling
for discrete-time and hybrid controllers was proposed in De la Sen (1984), De
la Sen (1985), De la Sen (1986). The sampling period was chosen with very
simple up-dating rules while the plant becomes time-varying since sampling is
not constant. The stability was guaranteed by making the sampling period to
converge to a limit. Finally, the "a priori" parametrical estimation was modified
"a posteriori" in Minambres and De la Sen (1986) according to the well-known
Steffensen's method from Numerical Analysis to achieve a fast convergence to
the limit of the parameter vector the method being only applicable if such a limit
exists. The problem is recovered in this paper with an alternative solution in the
sense that the adaptation rate is governed by the filtered/generalized adaptive
scheme s error sequence and the adaptation rate of the Lyapunov's-like function
used to prove stability is modified with that of such an error, the adaptation step
size being selected by Annijo rule (Bertsekas, 1982). The scheme's stability is
guaranteed by respecting the stability domains of the free-design parameters of
the adaptation algorithm. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the main ideas on a basic algorithm developed in Lozano (1982) and then used
in De la Sen (1984), De la Sen (1985), De la Sen (1986). The choice of this
algorithm is due to the fact that it possesses two-free design parameters and a
time-decreasing adaptation gain but the method can be applied to any updating
algorithm having free-design parameters. Section 3 is devoted to the extension
of the preceding ideas to more general algorithms and to the case of presence
of unmodelled dynamics.

2. Basic scheme
2.1. Discrete plant and base algorithm. Consider a linear and timeinvariant inversely stable plant whose filtered output yf'
Cr(q-l )Yt (}T cp(t)
with Cr(q-l) being a strictly Hurwitzian polynomial in the time-delay operator
q-l and Yt, t ~ 0 being the plant output sequence, (} is the plant parameter

=

=

vector related to the filtered output, {CPt, t ~} is the regressor vector consisting
of a finite plant input/output sequence according to known upper-bounds of the
plant poles and :zeros and d > 0 is the known plant delay (or relative order).
The adaptive control objective is that y[ -+ yf F (t -+ 00) with bounded
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that yf'l F = C r(q-1 )yf'l and yf'l being the filtered output of
any explicit or implicit reference model. If () is unknown, the next parameter
estimation scheme was proposed in Lozano (1982); De la Sen (1984):
t ~ O}

SO

()~t -_ ()~t-1

F

+ - - -FtIPt-d
;;T:---+ IPt_dFtIPt_d
V

. Ct

- >..-1 F
t t

H1 -

(}o = (}o;

[1 _Ct +IPt-dIPi-d
]
IPi-dFtIPt-d

Fo =

(1)

Fl' > 0,

where >"t, c(0,1] and Ctc(O,oo], all t ~ 0 are the forgetting factor and an
updated gain which are free-design parameters within their admissibility constraints required for parameter convergence and closed-loop stability, Lozano
(1982); De la Sen (1984); De la Sen (1985) and v~
8t-1 IPt-d
y{ ~~1 IPt-d, and 8t = () - Bt are the 'a priori' adaptation (or generalized) error
and the parametrical error at the t-th sample, respectively. Direct calculations
with Eqs. 1 yield the next relationships:

=

=

(2)

er =

=

=

where
yr - yf'lF
Cr(q-l)et
Cr (q-1)(Yt - yf'l) is the filtered
tracking error and vi is the "a posteriori" adaptation error at the t-th sample.
The stability of the algorithm (1) was investigated in Lozano (1982), De la Sen
(1984) from the use of the Lyapunov's -like sequence Vi = 8t F;:t118t (t ~ 0)
whose gradient with respect to 8t is \7Vi = F;:trBt (t ~ 0). From (1), the
parametrical error evolves as follows:

= (}t-1 + at-1 dt-1;
. at-l = (Ct + IPi-d FtIPt_d)-1;
(}t

dt with

at

1

(3)

=-Ft<Pt-dV~

being a positive step size parameter and dt is a descent direction since

(4)
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=

=

=

=

Note that V'Vi-l
0 {::::} dt - 1 0 since Ft-1Bt_l
0 {::::} Bt-l
0
from the existence of Ft-I. Note that (3), and equivalently (1), is an algorithm
of generalized gradient method type (Bertsekas, 1982).

2.2. Selection of the free-design parameters according to Annijo rule.
The convergence of {Vi, t ~ O} to a limit V < 00 which ensures the scheme's
stability can be governed and then made faster by increasing the modulus of
the one-step increment .6. Vi -1 = Vi - Vi -1 (t ~ 0) according to the "a priori"
generalized error. One gets from (4) by using the Armijo rule:

I.6.Vi-ll

= -.6.Vi-l = Vi-I -

Vi ~ 0',Bm,-lsldf_ 1 V'Vi_ll

= O',Bml-lsvt·
(5)

But, one gets directly from (1) - (2) that

Since

_ >. t eT
F- 1 (e
t-l t
t-l

-

_
Ct

FtI.pt-dV~
T

+ I{)t_dFtl{)t-d

) _ >'tvf2
Ct

.

(6.b)

The substitution of (6.b) into (6.a) yields

0' with s > 0,
3 ) where mic is the first

The Armijo rule is applied as follows. Fix scalars s,,B and

,Bc{O,l) and 0'c(0, 1/2) with
nonnegative integer for which

Ot

= ,Bm,s in (
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which using (4) and (7) through (2) and (3) yields
ISVt-ll = (1- ~t)Vi-l

+ ~tfJmt-l svf

~ Upmt-lsV~2 <=> (~t - I)Vi-l ~ (~t - u)pmt-l sv f,

(9)

which is guaranteed if

(10)
in view of the stability constraints of the algorithm since Vi ~ 0 (t
some direct calculations, Eq. 10 can he guaranteed by the choice

~

0). After

(11)
which is guaranteed with stability of the scheme for any known bounded V 0
VD ~ Vi, all t ~ 0, if

~

(12)
1\vo necessary conditions for coherency of (12) are
(1)

(2)
Note that pmt-l < 1 so that In(fJm t- 1 ) < O. Thus, Condition 2 is equivalent to (1 - u)sfJm t- 1 ~ VD, or, Ijpmt-l ~ s(1 - u)vjVo ~ mt-l ~
1
(s(I-U)v)
02.
Iln fJl ln
V0
for any sample t such that V t ~ v, V helDg a pedefined positive constant with lower-bound

1Vo) which guarantees that the

s( - u

upper-bound of mt-l is nonnegative. Similarly, Condition 1 is equivalent to
mt-l

~ Il~fJlln (:,:)

for any t-sample such that

vf ( v. Since u < 1,
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and the solution for all t with

vf ~ V satisfies for any v ~ [S(I~ 0')]

mt-l~

1

pn,8l ln

(S(1 - O')V)
Vo

(13)

.

When v~ < v and, since v~ -+ 0 as t -+ 00, Eq. 13, ~d thus Eq. 12, are
impossible to accomplish with. Therefore, the global strategy is:
(a) For all t ~ 0 such that

vf ~ v, choose At from
(12) and then Ct such
T

-I·18 bounded,.I.e., tr F.-I
th at tr F.t+l
HI
or 00
0'0 S

>

Ct

=

+ ~o

At I.fJLdl.fJt-d
(1 - At)tr(FO- )

\ M + "t
\ I.fJt-dl.fJt-d
< "t
Ct

.,.
~

M = tr F.-I
0

leading to a bounded trace of Fi+ll with

(0, tr FO-l) being a small positive constant.
< v, fix Cts(O,oo) and then

(b) For all t ~ 0 such that

vf

tr Fo- 1 - 0'0

\ _
"t -

tr F.-I

o

T·

+ I.fJt-dl.fJt-d
Ct

The scheme's stability holds since Ct S (0, 00) and

\ _
"t -

trFo-1-0'0
tr F.-I

o

T

+ I.fJt_dl.fJt-d
Ct

(Lozano, 1982 ;De la Sen, 1984; De la Sen, 1985a; De la Sen, 1985b; De la
Sen, 1986).
Proposition 1. Fix v

> Vo/[s(1 - 0')] for some known Vo

Vo' (For
instance, if 0 s B(Oo, r) with B(Oo, r) being a closed ball centered at 00 and
of radius r, with 00 and r known, then choose Vo = Sup(1I0-911~) I1F0- 1liE)
and fix also scalars s > 0, 0' S (0, 1/2) and,8s (0, I). Define T = {t E
=
Z+ U {O} : t ~ tll some arbitrary finitetd and T = it - T. If the pair
~

zt

(At, Ct) is chosen according to the rule:
a)

_

mtl -

. {

MID

Z

+.

_ 1
(s(1 - O')V)}
E Zo . z - 11n ,81 In
V0
'

(14.a)

(14.b)
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ifteT.
b) Fix an arbitrary Ct e (0, 00) and then fix

At = Ct

(tr Fo- 1 - 0'02)
-1

cttr Fo

+

T
;
'Pt-d'Pt-d

f

ifteT. Thus, a\tt-1 ~ -0'8/3m c- 1 v

Wo -

Voo / ~

L 0'8j3ffl1- vt
1

02

0'02

(15)

< 0 for all teT, and

At- 1
+ -0' L -,--\tt-1
8

teT

teT

"t - 0'

~ 0'8V ~ /3m l - 1 + ~ ~ ~t L..J
teT

-1

E [0, tr Fo ),

8

L..J "t
teT

1 \tt-1

- 0'

[Armijo rule],

d\tt-1 ~ 0 if t cl'. Also, tr Ft- 1 ~ tr Fo- 1 = M all t ~ 0 and v~ 0, vf - 0, er ~ 0, et - 0 as t - 00 with uniformly bounded sequence

{/I'P,/I,

t ~ O}.
Proposition 1 establishes that the algorithm convergence over T is governed
the Armijo rule with At depending on the integers mOo However, if At is made
to converge to unity (or fixed to unity) over T. This'is seen as follows. Use
(10) into the last term of ( 9.a) to yield

(16)
Assume At

= 1 - pvf, t

as
8

0'

2

ET some p < v- 1 • Thus, (16) can be rewritten

A, (0'

- At) ~

+ 8(At -

0')

pVo

. /3m l -

1 '

which holds for the integer mt-1 such that

_1_ ~ 8 2 (1- pvf)(O' + pV~2 -1)
{Jm l - 1
pVo(O' + 8(1 - 0' - pVf2»

(17)
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or, equivalently, for t g T with

mt-l

= Min{

zezt :z ~ 1l~j31 (In [p~ J
+ In

(1 - pvf)(O" + pvf 0" + 8(1 - 0" - pVt0 2 )

I))}
'

(18)

vf

is
whose right-hand-side is always positive for sufficiently small p since
bounded from the stability proof of Lozano (1982), the first relation in (9) still
holds for a nonnegative integer mt-l subject to (18) and the following result
follows.

Proposition 2. The Armijo rule is applied over all
p

< v- 1 <

zt

provided that

8(1 - 0") is sufficiently small (what can be guaranteed for given

Vo
Vo and 0" for sufficiently small 8 ) if (At, Ct) are chosen as in (16) for t eT
and the choice of(15) is changed to At = I-pvf and Ct is chosen according
. to (14.b for t ET. The stability results of Proposition 1 still hold.
Note that At -+ 1 as t -+ 00 under Proposition 2 over T and the integers
j3m l_1 are not used directly to update At but they are proved to exist guaranteeing the fulfillment of the first relationship of (9).
1. An alternative way of selecting parameters over T can be
made by rearranging (16) to yield 82 At(O" - Ar)j3ml-l ~ pVo[O" + 8(A t - 0")]
what leads to
REMARK

(At ) -- A2t

P

+

pVo - 80"j3m l- 1 A
dRm
jJ
1-1

t

+

pVoO"(1 - s) ~ 0
8 2Rm
jJ
1-1

7,

(19)

since p(Ar) is a convex function, the inequality (19) is

If

8

.
1- 0"
.
= 1 and p < v- 1 < ~ then (20) reduces to At ~ O. As a

Vo

result, there is a closed ball B( 1, r $) some r $ > 0 such that there are solutions
At e (0,1] computed from (20) for all se B(I, r$).
Thus, the following result follows.
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Proposition 3. The rule of choice of At for t eT of Proposition 2 can be
8(1 - 0')
changed to (20) for p < V-I <
and se B(I, r,) some rs > 0 such

Vo

that At e (0,1].

An alternative design can be implemented since

which is used for obtaining an upper-bound of the right-hand-side of (11) not
being larger than unity by guaranteeing that

This leads to the subsequent result:
Proposition 4. Proposition 1 holds with the changes

A

~

tr

[

(.?fflt_l

O'S/J

T

'\.

ill

IPt-dTt-d - Anun
~

sj3ffl t - 1 v t

-

(F-I)]V
t
0

V0

,

t ET,

with

and
Amin(Ft-

l)

< 1 + IPLdIPt-d

being guaranteed if tr Fo- I = M ~ 1.
The condition tr Fo- I ~ 1 holds automatically in practice since tr FO- I is
nominally fixed by the designer to nlO- a , a ~ 6, with n being the order of
F(-).
3. Modified algorithms
3.1 Basic ideas. A modified algorithm is now proposed by using the
Lyapunov-like function:

(21)
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with Fo = F6' > 0 and qt > 0 for all t ~ O. Note that (21) weights both
the parametricai and tracking errors. One gets from (21) the next gradient with

respect to Ot

-1VVi-1 = Ft Ot-1

F
+ 2qtlt't_1 gt+d-1'

(22)

since gf+d = ~T It't. An alternative modified algorithm can be obtained by
using the generalized error as follows

(23)
leading to

(24)
The algorithms derived from the above Lyapunov's-like functions could be
induced in a more general one as proposed in the next section.
3.2. The general modified algorithm. Consider
t ~ 0,

(25)

with q(-) > 0 being scalars and Vt(p) = ~T It't-p. Note that such a definition is
applicable to all errors of Section 2 since

= vt(d - 1) = 'Or It't-d+1;
vf = vt(d) ='Or It't-d;
F .
-T
gt = vt_iO) = 0t_dlt't-d
Vr+1

(26)

o

The gradient of Vi with respect to

0,

is from (25)

(27)
Direct calculus yields

~Vi-1 =Vi - Vi-1 = 'Or Ft+\'Ot + qt+1V~(p) +

P

L qt+1-i VLi(P)
i=l

(28)
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The descendent gradient-type algorithm generalized from (1) is now

-dt-l -_ {d0

t- 1

if V\lt-l"# 0;
h'
ot erwlse;

-1
Ft+l
=

\

At

F- 1
t

+ F--t 1'

(29)

with Fa being positive definite with (to' dO and Po to be defined later for
such that V\It-l = [Ft- 1 + 2qt'Pt_P_l'P;_P_l]Ot-l "# O. The
all t E
substitution of (2) into (28) yields

zt

It is suitable that
in (30), or,

\It

~ \It-~ ~

Va, all t

~

0 so that -~ \It-I

= I~ \It-I! ~ 0

-T - 12
rT
1
Ft- Ot-l + (tt_lai_IFt+ldt-l
+ 0t_l
2
-T
1
-T
1~ qt- pVt - p_l(P) - 2at-lOt_lFt+ldt-l + (1- At)Ot_1Ft- Ot-l(31)
2

qt+l Vt (p)

Assume that re ~ 11011 is known so thatlOt~IFt+l1 dt-I1 ~ IlFt+ll dt-lll(re+
and ~~IPt+lldt-l ~ Ilpt- 1 1!(rg + IIBt-lI1)2 from the triangle's inequality. Thus, (31) holds if

IIBt-lll)

qt+1 v ;Cp)

+ aLldLIFt+lldt-l ~ qt_pVLp_l(P)
- (re + IIBt-lID [2at-dlFt+11dt-111 + (re + IIBt-dDIIFt-lll]
-T
1+ (1- ,\t}0t_lFt+l0t-l.
(32)

Choose at-l as follows

(33)
so that (32) becomes simplified as follows
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On the other hand,
(35)
is guaranteed for dt- 1 = Mt_1(Ft 1 + 2qd1t_P_IIPLp_JOt-1 with Mt- 1 =
MT-l ~ 0 being a symmetric matrix of bounded entries. In view of the choice
of (33), the implementability of the adaptation rule (29) requires dt - 1 to be
measurable. Choose M t - 1 = FtIPt_qIPLqFt ~ 0, all integers q ~ 0 which
lead to
T

T
T+ 2QtFtIPt_qIPt_qFtIPt-P-1
IPt-p-l Ot-l
= FtIPt_l Vt-l (Q) + 2QtIPt-qIPLqFtIPt_P_IVt-1 (p)
-

d t- 1 = FtIPt_qIPt_iJt-l

(36.a)
(36.b)

which is measurable from input-output data and updated values of F(.) as well
as it guarantees that (35) holds. In order to apply the Armijo rule, one has from
(34)- (35)

To simplify the notation, define the auxiliary matrix related to the expressions in (36.a) and (37)

At- 1 =FtIPt_qIPLq [1 + 2QtFtIPt_P_IIPLp_tl,

(38.a)

B t - 1 =[1 + 2QtIPt-P-IIPLp- 1Ft]
x IPt-qIPL q [1 + 2QtFtIPt_P_IIPLp_tl,

(38.a)

=

so that dt - 1 A t - 18t - 1 and the rigth-hand-side of (37) is u/r- 1 s8l_ 1Bt-l x
8t - 1 • Thus, Eq. 37 can be compactly rewritten as

(39)
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The fulfillment of (39) is guaranteed by looking for an upper-bound of 8t
of Ot as follews

But IIDtllk/llOt-1l1k ~ 2(I+O:t-1)Amax(AL1At-1) which used in (40) ensures
1 - At ~ 8t ~ Ot if

\

"t

' ( ) [ pm 1-1SAmax (
) 0:;_lc1f_1 dt-1
B t - 1 + Amin(Ft+d

~1- "max Ft

(j

+ 2qt+dIIPt- p W(1

+ O:t-1Amax(Ar_1At-d)] ,

(41)

Note from (33) and (40 ) that

A problem which could occur is that F(.) could be a divergent matrix sequence, since At in (41) can be negative and thus Ft- 1 > ->'tFt-1 in order to
achieve nonnegative pefiniteness of Ft, and then the problem is not well posed
as t
00 Therefore, the algorithm should be commuted to that of Section 2
after a finite time as time increases. The algorithm to be applied is as follows:
-)0

°

Step 0: Fix a finite t1 >
Step 1: Apply the algorithm (29) which is equivalent to Br = Br-1 O:t-1dt-1 over t c [0, t1] nZ subject to the choice of O:t-1 and dt - 1 in (33) and
(36), respectively with >'t subject to (41), with s > 0, (j c (0,1/2), j3 c (0, 1)
-·1
1
'
and Ft- > ->'tFt- .
Step 2: For each t ~ t1 + i, i = 1,2"" ,p, fix qt = and repeat Step 1.
Step 3: When all the p last qi have been zeroed and O:t-1 = (Ct + IPLd X
1 = -IPt-dIPt-d
1:'
)-1 ,ch oose F->'t
T
' the b aslC
'
.J:tIPt-d
t
W1'ththe algon'thmbeconung
Ct

°
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one (1) of Section 2 with the only change I(Jt-d - I(Jt-p' Thus, apply any of
Propositions 1 to 4 with the change p _ q to implement the adaptive algorithm.
REMARK

2. Note from Step 2 of the above algorithm that a "quasi-Armijo"

updating rule is applied since m(.) is not necessarily the smaller nonnegative
integer according to the theoretical Armijo rule since A(.) can be negative. Note
also that the stability is guaranteed since we switch to the basic algorithm in
finite time while respecting from that time the stability constraints of Lozano
(1982) for the free-design parameters.
REMARK

3. The general algorithm of Section 3.2 can be extended slightly

by considering any of the following Lyapunov-like functions
(43.a)
(43.b)
Note that (25) is a particular case of (43.b). Note that the real difference
between (43.a) - (43.b) is that the last available regressor weighs the contribution
of to Vi in (43.b ) as it can be seen by expanding the corresponding second
right-hand-side terms which yield when JJ = v:

it

(44a)
(44b)
for (43.a) and (43.b), respectively.

3.3. Robustness Issues in the presence of unmodelled dynamics
ASSUMPTION 1.

It can exist linear unmodelled dynamics in the plant

=

=

parametrized by an unknown constant w 119'11 with 9'
(9':[, 9~T)T c RP'+q'
of unknown dimensionalities p' and q' but with known upper-bounds 9~ ~
119'11, p ~ p' and q ~ q', p and q being nonnegative integers. Also, for the
parameter vector of the modelled part, a nonnegative constant
is known

l.
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such that either 110'011 ~~ .. + 11811 or 110'011 ~ 11811- ~* for the initial parameter
estimates.
Under Assumption 1, the plant parameter vector is 8
(8 T , 81T ) T. The
parameter estimation ~ based on the modelled part of the plant so that the

=

parametrical error is 8(t) =

(iJT (t), 8IT f ..:

(43.a) yields after the replacement U(t)

-t

Direct calculus with I' = v in

8(t):
(45)

where

(46.a)

(46.b)
where \It is defined in (43.a) with O(t), A Yt0 = Yt'!..l - Yt 0 , with Yt0 being
now (44.a), is· the i~crement of \It from the t-th sampling instant by modifying
Bt - t U
H1 (i.e., the increment A \It = \It+! - \It when 8' = 0, and gt is
the contribution io A \It due to 8' (i.e., gt = 0 if 8' = 0). The regressor <P~'
associated with the unmodelled dynamics , is built at the current sample by
adding new components of preceding inputs and outputs to <Pt according to the
upper-bounds p and q. If the Lyapunov's-like function (43.b) is used then (45)
remains valid by repl~ing Bt-l - t 8t in (46). The parameter-adaptive law is

- .-

8 = 8t -

1

+ (};t-ldt-l

(47)

to be determined such that cif-I \7\1t-l ~ 0 for all t ~ 0 with
\7\1t-l = Ft-1Bt_l from hlspection of (46) since gt-l does not depend on
8t - I . Note that \7\1t-I takes the same form when (47) is derived from the
Lyapunov's -:- like function (43.b). Choose
with dt -

1

dt - 1 = <PLdP<Pt_dFt<Pt-d<PLdBt-I,

P=

pT

> 0,

(48)

which implies that cif-I \7\1t-1 = -<PLdP<Pt_i8t_l<Pt_d)2 ~ 0 and leads, by
proceedmg recursively in (47), to

8t _; = A t - i (I')8t -I"
Ft-HI

= )..t I (I')A t -i(I')Ft

-/J,

j = 1,2, ... ,1',

(49)
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by applying a similar adaptation rule for the adaptation gain, where
p

At-j(Jl)

=IT [1 - ltt-iPt-i];
i=j
p

At+j(Jl)

(49.c)

=IT [Aj];
i=j

-

P t- i

T
=<Pt+l-d-i P <Pt+1-d-i Ft +l- i <Pt+1-d-i<Pt+l-d-j,
T

for j = 0, 1, ... , m,which substituted in (45)-(46) yields

where

Q11(t) =Fii-11_/J + qt-/J<Pt-p-/J<PLp-/J - Ai (Jl)Fii-11At(Jl)

(5 1.a)

- qtA;_1(Jl)<Pt_p<Pi-pAt-1(Jl),

Q12(t) =QI1 (t) = Ai- 1 (Jl)[ qt-/J<Pt-P-/J<P~P-~ - qt<Pt-p<P~~p] ,(51.b)
Q22(t) =qt-/J<P~-P-/J<P~P-/J - qt<p~_p<plT - t - p.

=

(51.C)

=

By inspection of (51), Q(t)
QT(t) ~ 0 if Qii(t) ~ 0 (i
1,2) and
Block Diag (Q11, Q22) ~ Q - Block Diag (Q11, Q22)' The analysis is split
into three parts, namely:
(a) Q11(t) ~. O. This condition is guaranteed from (51.c) if 0 ~ qt ~
,T
I
/
( <Pt-P-/J<Pt-P-/J

IT
')
<Pt-p<Pt-p
qt-p.•
(b) the use of the above constraint for qt in (S1.a) together with (49.b) yields

=

if qt 0 (this always occurs if
<P~~P-/J<P~-P-/J 1: 0 from (a),
(52.a)

ifqt

# 0,
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Q11(t) =Ft+L p - At (Jl)AT(Jl)Ft+\At(Jl)
(52.b)

=[1 - AtAt-l(Jl)Ai(Jl)] Ft+L p,

(52.c)
Note from the first identity in (52.b) that Q11(t) ~ 0 if Ft+\_p ~
At (Jl )AT (Jl ) Ft+ll (Jl )At (Jl) which is guaranteed from the second identity of
(52.b) if At ~ A;-':l(Jl)Amin(A;-T(Jl)) and Q(t) ~ 0 if Q 11 (t) ~ 0 and

qt ~('PLpAt-l(Jl)ALl (Jl)'Pt_pr l (Amin(Ft+LJl)
- AtAt-l (Jl )Amax {At (Jl)) Amax( Ft+LJl)) '

=

since Amax{AL 1 (Jl )'Pt_p'PLpAt- l (Jl))
'PLpAt- l (Jl )A;_l (Jl )'Pt-p·
(c) Notefrom (50) and (51.b) - (51.c) that O'T Q22(t)O' + 2B~::l Ql2(t)O' ~ 0
if Amax(At-l(/-l)) ~ Amin(Q22(t))/A max (Q22(t)) and then I~vtl ~
-T
0t_JlQll(t)Ot-Jl with ~Vi ~ 0 for all t ~ o.

.

pt-l'PLdFt'Pt_d'PLdP'Pt_d.
T
T
WIth Po and Co
Ct-l + 'Pt-dFt'Pt-d'Pt-dP'Pt-d
being some positive scalars. It follows from (50) that At (/-l)(I - at-lPt-l)
At- l (Jl) has spectral radius less than 1/2 if III - at-l Pt-lll and II Ao(/-l) 112 ~
1/2 and III - at-lPt-dI2 < 1 for all t ~ 0 to guarantee IIAt (/-l)112 < 1 for
all t ~ O. Direct calculus yields that IIAt(/-l)11 < 1 if Cj
Pi
0, i =
0, 1, ... , d - I, and Cd-l ~ (2pd-l - 1)'P6 Fd'PO'P6 P'Po; Ct ~ (2Pt-l 1)'PLd+l Ft+l 'Pt-d+l 'PLd+l P'Pt-d+l, all t ~ d. The above partial results
Now, choose WIth a =

= =

obtained in (a) to (c) can be summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 5. Assume that the updating algorithm (49) is implemented

with

dt- l = -'PLdP'Pt-dFt'Pt-d'PLd~-f;
at-l = (pt-l'PLdP'Pt-d'PLdFt'Pt-d)/(Ct-l

+ 'PLdP'Pt-d'PLdFt'Pt-d),

with P = pT > O. Thus, Vi and IIBtII are uniformly bounded and converge
asymptotically to finite limits.
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Note that IcI[-1 V'Vt-11 = I('Ld Pl('t_iot_1I('t_d)2 ~ 2I('r_dPl('t_ilv~12 +
0~2111('~_dW) since (~::1I('t_d)2 ~ 2(lvf 1+ 0~2111('~_dW)o Direct calculus with
(50) yields

-T

I~VtI=(Ot_/A'O

IT

-T,T T -T
)Q(t)(Ot_/A'O ) =Ot_/AQl1(t)Ot-/A

+ 28t_/AQ12(t)0' + O,T Q22(t)0'
~ I~\'t°l + [Amin(Q22(t))0~ - 2Amax(Q22(t))8.]8~,

(53)

where

o

-T
T
if]' 2
I =Ot_/AQu(t)Ot-/A
~ Amin(At _/A(O)Qll(t)At-/A(O))IIOo 11

I~\'t

2

-2

(54)

~ Amin(At-/A(O))Amin( Qu (t))~.,

where~. ~

1180 11 exists from the last part of Assumptions 1.

Since, from (51),

A~n(At-/A) ~ at-l; Amin(Qu(t)) ~ bt- 1 with

at-l =(1- Ot-1I('J_dPl('j_iPJ_dFjc,oj_d)2!!t_1;
t-l
!!t-l =
(1 - OjI('J+l-dPc,oj+l-dI('J+l-d

IT

;=0

bt - 1

1
_ AtAt-1 Ama.'t(At(p))
Amax(Ft+l-/A)
Amin(Ft+l-/A(p))

- qtI('Ld A L1(P)l('t_d

O

(55.b)

From (54) -:- (55), it follows that ~ \'to ~ 0 with

I~\'t°l ~[(1- OLlI('J-d P l('j_iPJ_d Fjl('j_d)2!!Ld [A max ()t+l-/A )
-

AOA
Ama.'{(At(p)) ]
T A2 ()
t t-l \ . (l:'
) - qtl('t-d t-1 P I('t-d
"I1l1D Ct+l-/A

T
(I V t012 + 0",2 11 I('t-d
' 112) .
~2(10so!3 mOt-ll('t_dPl('t_d

(56)

Similarly, one has for at = O~ + ~o~; At = A~ + ~A~; (1 = (10 + ~(10;
mt = m~ + ~m~ and ~ Vt > 0 is guaranteed if (56) holds and, furthermore,

~o[~o + 2(00 -

1)]!!t-l -

A~~A~At_l(p) A ~(;(At(P?»

t+l-/A P
~2{3m~-1 [(1oso({3am~ - 1) + (SO~(1 + (1o~S + ~(1~s){3am~]I('LdPl('t_d
X

IIl1n

(lv~ 12 + 0:2111('~_dW) + 2qt_) II('~-p-/AWO: (0: + 8.)

(57)
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Amax(Q22(t»

which holds since
~ 2qt_I'<p~:,p_I'<P~_P_1' from ( 51.c ) and
the choice of qt in the part (a) of the proof. Note that (57) always holds if

qt-I' = ~(T = ~m~ = 0 for all t ~ O. Thus, (57) holds if

o~ qt-I' ~ max(O, qLI') ,
a = (aa, aA: at ~ 2'1 At < 1)

for all t ~ 0,

q~_1' = {Max{ aa[~a + 2(ao - 1)J~t-1
-

A~~A~AI_I(jJ) A~(;~::~~~»} - 2{3m~-1 [aoso({3Am~ -

+ (SO~(T + (To~S + ~(T~s){3Am~J)

1

211<p~_p+1' 1120~ (O~

1)

_ . (58)

+ 0.)

Now, the following result follows.
Proposition 6. .4ssume that Assumption 1 hold and choose the sequence {qt, t ~ O} so that Condition (c) and (58) are satisfied simultaneously. Assume also that (A~,
are chosen so that (56) holds for
some So c (0, 1/2), S > 0, m~, being a positive integer. Then, Proposition
1 holds provided that qt does not converge to zero as t -;. 00. If ql converges to zero as t -+ 00 then all the results of Proposition 1 hold except
for the uniform boundedness of {!I<Pt, t ~ 011}.

an

The proof follows as in Proposition 1.

Note that the fact that O. is a known upper-bound of O( t) is not a key
fact to ensure the boundedness of lit and then that of 8(t) since 8. can be
fixed sufficiently large and then proving the unifonn boundedness of lit-I' It
follows that the parametrical error O(t) cannot diverge from the definition of
lit in (43.a) and the unifonn boundedness of that function. Note also that
Proposition 6 follows with minor modifications if the updating algorithm is
derived from the Lyapunov's-like function ( 43.b).
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ADAPTYvUS DISKRETINIAI ALGORITMAI SU PAGERINTOMIS
PEREINAMOJO PROCESO CHARAKTERISTIKOMIS
Manuel De la SEN
Straipsnyje nagrinejama gradientiniq diskretiniq algoritmq konvergavimo taisykliq
panaudojimo galimybes pagerinti tiesiniq invariantiniq sistemq adaptyvaus valdymo algoritmq, sudarytq pagal Liapunovo tipo funkcijas, adaptacijos proceso pereinamasias
charakteristikas. Tho atveju, kai naudojama Armijo taisykle, adaptacijos greitis dideja,
jeigu dideja apibendrinta arba filtruota paklaida, reguliuojanti kiekvienos Liapunovo
tipo funkcijos ma~ejimll. Pasiiilytas algoritmas gali biiti realizuotas, kai apie sistemos
dinamikl} ~inome labai ma~ai, t.y., ~inome parame~ vektoriaus dimensijos viriutin~
ribll ir normll.

